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Driving Your Cybersecurity Program
An Overview of CYMETRICS
November 2021

Background What is “Cybersecurity”?
• Cybersecurity is NOT:
– Information Technology (“IT”)

– Compliance (e.g. ISO; NHTSA, NIST, etc.)
– Solved by a “silver bullet” approach

• Cybersecurity IS:
– A sustained risk management activity
– About cultural change and business transformation

– Sustained collaboration
– The mission of protecting the entire business (the Balance Sheet)
– A responsibility that starts at the top
4

CYMETRICS and HudsonCyber
• Even though all types of industries are facing increased cybersecurity
risk, there is a need for continuously improving cyber-maturity in
transportation to prevent disruption of the global supply chain.
• CYMETRICS provides management with a structured approach,
performance oriented means of identifying cyber risks, preparing a
plan to close gaps, and tracking continuous improvement.
• HudsonCyber is leveraging 30 years of transportation risk
management experience to provide a cyber solution for ship and port
operators, and is making that solution available to trucking
companies.
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CYMETRICS Structured Like A Business

The CYMETRICS application provides transportation and logistics organization leadership with the
sustained ability to analyze, benchmark, measure, and facilitate cybersecurity capability evolution across
all the areas of your business.
Risk Management

Governance

Workforce & Training

Change Management

Situational Awareness

Information Sharing

Threat & Vulnerability
Management

Commercial

Information Comm.
Technologies (ICT)

Event & Incident
Response

Physical

Cyber Program
Management
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CYMETRICS Makes Sense
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Assessments are Assigned to Individual Users

• Secure access to assessments is managed on both an individual and role basis
• Assessment progress and guidance are presented for all assessments
• Users can participate in more than one assessment
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Assessment Maturity Questions by Domain

• It is important to accurately capture the maturity based on clearly defined
implementation indicators
• The recommendations are linked to the maturity indicators selected by the assessor
and the maturity level you attain
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Guidance Addresses Identified Gaps

• Remediation guidance is organized and prioritized based on the impact the gaps will
have on the organization
• This means foundation security measures will be addressed before focusing on
advanced activities
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Guidance Includes Clear Links to the Questions

• User feedback prioritized the functionality in development of a system, e.g., while
reviewing the recommendations the user can easily view the question, explanation,
and user input
• Clutter is minimized with only identified gaps are displayed in the guidance
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Cyber Capability Easily Compared by Domain

• Top performing and at risk areas of the company's cyber maturity profile are quickly
identified in the dashboard
• This guides the management decisions on where to focus resources, e.g., people,
training, or technology
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Drill Down to Expose Influential Contributing Factors

• For further insights, drilling down into a focus area highlights what is or is not working
within a particular domain

• This is important when making resource allocations since closing gaps is often the
result of several factors
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Role Specific Security Access Controls

• Identity management is set by the assessment owner, who restricts access to
authorized users and then further refines that access to review only or contributor
permissions.
• External contributors, such as consultants can be included on your team with further
limitations preventing access to reports.
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Dashboard Shows User Activities on the Assessment

• Because self-assessments can be linked to corporate KPIs or are necessary to meet
regulatory or commercial requirements, they must be completed routinely and on
schedule.
• The user access history enables assessment owners to understand progress against and
effort required to complete the domain.
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Detailed Break Down for User Activity and Actions

• Verify how often a user enters assigned domains
• This is an effective management tool for resource planning, enabling you to understand
which domains require more resources to complete
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Functionally Targeted Management Reports

• Varied styles in management and operational reports
– All reports are in PDF format that can inform corrective measures as part of your cyber
security program office

– Comprehensive and limited scope reports control information distribution based on need to
know

• Report access is controlled through user access rights
SPONSORED BY
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Applying Best Practices for Cyber Risk Management
• Incorporate cyber risk management into governance practices
–
–
–
–

Safety and security policies and practices
Personnel training and appraisal
Management of change
Auditing

• Performing continuous assessments against accepted standards
– Assessments encompass NIST, CMMC, CTPAT, and NHTSA controls
– Self-assessments reflect cyber maturity not a compliance checklist

• Incident preparedness, response and recovery
– Company policies and procedures should reinforce best practices, and leverage all internal and
external resources to prepare for, respond to, and recover from cyber events.
– Just as cyber risks continually evolve the identification of cyber risks is continuous.
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CYMETRICS Benefits
• Self-assessments can be performed at your convenience

• Clearly identifies gaps, and generates a maturity score to track efforts to close gaps
• Generates gap remediation tasks, with specific recommendations
• Manage multiple divisions from single solution
• Artifact upload for each question to organize documentation
• PDF reports include gaps, risks, and progress to meeting your cyber goals
• CYMETRICS is the most cost effective means of governing your cybersecurity
initiative and ongoing management tasks
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Manage Your Cybersecurity Efforts
Drive
Collaboration
Setup and Organize Virtual
Teams

Home Dashboard offers easy access to key data fields: scoring,
recommendations, documentation and analysis inputs.

Assess

Pinpoint

Identify

Benchmark

Demonstrate

Capabilities

Gaps and Vulnerabilities

Solutions and Resource Options

And Monitor Progress

Compliance & Standard of Care

Actionable Recommendations can be
filtered by functional area, prioritized and
organized by functional domain.

Real Time Benchmarking
monitors internal progress
and
tracks
performance
against industry peers.

Reports are available for download
on demand.

Assessment questions are
dynamically generated and
include detailed help text.

Scores are generated by practice area,
functional domain and maturity level.
Drill-down options allow for rapid review
and analysis.
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Sustainable Cybersecurity Program Management
Collaborate

Focus

Save Money

via Hands-on Engagement

Resources on Actual Needs

By Investing Efficiently

Step-by-step guidance assists users in
developing realistic target profiles based on
hands-on analysis.

Scoring enables rapid review and analysis to
assist in the identification of capability gaps
and vulnerabilities.

Recommendations are organized by
functional domain and prioritized.
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Conclusion
• As with most things, prevention is better than a cure, gaining a solid understanding
of your organizations cyber maturity is a critical management task.
• It’s not possible to eradicate cyber security risks, so organizations need to create a
layered security system where vulnerabilities can be identified in multiple ways. An
organization's biggest weakness is often personnel, so cyber awareness training is
vital.
• Many attacks stem from technical vulnerabilities, so organizations should also
implement controls and conduct regular penetration tests to assess the effectiveness
of their systems’ security.
• Leadership should make identification, cyber program management, and
operational management of cyber risk a organizational imitative that engages
personnel at all levels.
SPONSORED BY
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Contact Us for Additional Information
• About CYMETRICS
–Visit https://cymetrics.ha-cyberlogix.com
–Use the Contact Us form to request a follow-up call

–Email cymetrics@hudsoncyber.com

• About consulting assistance with your cybersecurity initiative
–Email cymetrics@hudsoncyber.com
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For Additional Information

1800 Chapel Avenue West
Suite 360
Cheery Hill, NJ 08002

Office: +1.856.342.7500
Mobile: +1.856.308.6347
Email: william.elkins@hudsoncyber.com

William J. Elkins
Chief Technology Officer
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